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EDITORIAL

Christianity

and the Visual Arts

Harold B. Kuhn*

The
the usual

departure
norms

been

a source

who

preferred

of

of much of

contemporary painting and sculpture from
which directed the production of "classical" works has

perplexity

art which

to many. All too

was

representational

infrequently
been at

a

have Christians

loss to understand

the rationale of that which has, for want of a more precise name, been
called Modern Art. Some have been tempted to brush off the work of newer
artists

as

a mere

wider cultural

sharing

scene.

in the

general disorganization

These tend to view formlessness

which marks the
as

an

indication

regard contemporary works as an
extension of the wider and existential revolt against form and structure.
It is the purpose of this essay, first, to note briefly some of
the figures of the nineteenth century who marked out the newer pathways,
or who in the estimate of the sympathetic freed the representative arts
from a bankrupt hteralism. Following this, the influence of existential
modes of thinking will be noted as they are given expression in the newer
art. Finally, attention will be given to the manner in which the influence
of the newer trends in the visual arts can be assessed, particularly in
the light of the Christian's concern.
of the absence of

directing ideal,

and to

I

representation (some would say, mere represen
tation) has occurred markedly in both painting and sculpture. Many feel
that Francisco Goya was among the first to utilize the newer mood inhering
in the invention of pictorial symbols designed to depart from "the expected"
The

departure

from

Chairman, Department of Theology and Philosophy of ReUgion, Asbury
Theological Seminary, and Editor of The Asbury Seminarian.
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and to convey the irrational, first in behavior and later in
concept. His
"The
done
about 1820, seeks to show the absurdity
painting,
Cudgel Fight,"
of violence. It is, of course, a
to remove
fantasy, and is

designed

romantic illusion

(such

any

from the combat situation. Two men,
trapped in quicksand, express their frustration by the folly of beating each
other with sticks, each blow
driving them deeper into the

heroism)

as

sandtrap.

Here, visual

makes little attempt to catch the realism of the
human form and certainly seeks to set no rapport between artist and be
holder. Rather, the artist holds all men of violence up to ridicule and
seeks to inspire in the one who sees the picture both the violence
and the

futihty
the one engaging
shows the fighter

art

of evil.

Thus, he

in combat

inverts the usual

secures some

heroism, in which
form of freedom or release, and

own

bondage.^

Another artist involved in the

departure

as

inducing

his

from "surface reaUsm" in

art in the

previous century was Paul Cezanne. He outraged some of his con
temporaries with his insurgent theories and his irregular methods. Himself
an inarticulate
person, his paintings reflect the quest for abstraction
and the intentional distortion of nature. He dreamed of
reducing all
natural configurations to three basic forms, the cone, the cyUnder and the
cube. His

to create

language of the abstract, in which
expressions
rhythms of nature might be developed. He departed
from
most
forms of facsimile art and violated nearly every principle
widely
of representation practiced by the reahsts.'^
concern was

a new

of the

new

Parallel to Cezanne's work

Prodded

was

that of the French

impressionists.
Courbet, who was perhaps the
absolute surface representation,

of the theories of Gustave

by
compatriots
some

last of his

to insist upon

an

like Claude Monet and Camille Pissarro insisted that visual art must
discover its objects, not in terms of
illustrating things as they are, but
by the manner in which light falls upon them. Here was, of course, a
men

clear indication of the relativism which was
making itself felt in visual
art. Monet's canvas,
Soleil
"Impression:
Levant," furnished the title of the
impressionistic "school" which ultimately found itself using methodologies
in which technique became more
than
matter.

important

L

Psychology Today, II,

2.

Sheldon

Cheney,

4

(Sept. 1968), p. 8.
HUtory of Art,

A New World

subject

p.

603.

Subjects

Christianity
became little

more

and the Visual Arts

than pretexts for the

use

lengths."^

wave

It is not

of

light

5

rays of

varying

that

Napoleon III felt constrained to create
which the public might compare the newer art
with the kinds which were traditionally approved."^ Pierre
Auguste Renoir
needed also the relative immunity which this Salon afforded to adventure
some artists. To him, the
subject was something of a medium, in terms of
which he could exercise technique in the use of color-glow and textured
tints. The objective seems to have been, not representation, but the con
veying of a sensuous over-impression of petal-like nature.
It is clear from the foregoing that trends were developing which
should lead away from facsimile art. This trend was greatly accelerated
by the development of the camera, the development of which seemed to
many artists to write a period after realism in art. These argued that photog
raphy carried representation far beyond what could be done by the
artist; therefore, why not seek to discover new paths in art? The real
problem is, of course, whether the new non-objective forms could fulfill the
hopes of those who undertook to develop them.^
Vincent van Gogh, is, in a sense, a transitional figure who bridged
the past and present centuries. He is often regarded as typical of the
expressionist school, as several anti-realistic schools are generically called.
His juxtaposition of brush strokes of various depths leaves ridges of
pigment which should catch light in such a way as to produce a certain riot
of swirling color.^ His work marked a stage along the path to the ab
stractionists, for his style found a more radical expression in the work of
the Fauves ("wild ones"), among whom the newer form of cubism
emerged. The rise of cubism is variously attributed to Georges Braque and
the Salon des

surprising
Refuses, in

Picasso; this form seems to many
thinking typical of the past six decades.
Pablo

to

reflect the

newer

mode of

II

of contemporary works to in
here in the existentialist outlook. There seem to be clear affinities between
It is fashionable to find the

3.
4.
5.
6.

genius

Ibid., pp. 574f. Cf. David M. Robb and J. J. Garrison, Art in the Western
World, pp. 626f.
Ibid., p. 570.
Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, III, p. 199.
Cheney, op. cit.,p. 615. Cf. Helen Gaidner,^rf Through the Ages, p. 726.
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forms of art and the existentiahst mood. The cubists sought to
disintegrate the object, largely through the refraction or displacement of
newer

planes,

and to reassemble the

planes of the natural object in
beholder, in the main, according

nations, discernible by the
Two results

liking.

emerged: First,

there

was an

imitation,"^

phrase,

The former trend

sought

viewer into

of

provided its stimulus, while
the picture"�psychologically,

of this is clear to the careful

appeal

to the

admirer,

to the beholder to share in

seeks to

dispel

the

and second,

might

best be

to dissociate the

the

the artist's

to his inner

"art and involvement."

of that which

ing

combi

almost total abandonment

of the view, attributed to Aristotle, that "art is
there was the introduction of the subjective mood which
described in the

new

passive

picture from the reality
second sought to "paint the

course.

beholder;

it

The existential

means

to the artist's

a

mean

transition from

challenge

and stimulus

creating.^

That is to say, contemporary art
and spectator mood by which one becomes a

uncritical patron� a consumer of the art-object, and an
uncritical patron of the painter� because of a failure really to involve him
self in the art-enterprise. To the new mood, the artist must not only repre
consumer

and

an

sent, but also project and involve.

Thus, the existential mood becomes

shaping force in both the in
tent and the content of modern art. Existentialism emphasizes the indivi
dual, the centrifugal, the broken, the fragmented, the problematic in
a

human existence. It abhors, with all the vehemence of nature for the
proverbial vacuum, all forms of essentialism, classicism, and universalism.
The existential themes found concrete

expression

in the

displacement

of

in the

paste-up forms of Picasso, who misplaced organs and
located eyes and ears in the most unexpected places. To say the least,

planes,
this

as

represented

from the great tradition of Western art. The
Picasso and by Georges Rouault are justified by

a severance

distortions fostered

by

critics who insist that life is hke this-that life in the

7.

Ibid.,

8.
9.

Paul

sense

of

genuine

p. 599.

TiUich, Theology of Culture,

As in his "The Demoiselles of

in New York.

pp. 88f.

Avignon,"

in the Museum of Modem Art

Christianity
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personal existence is seldom regular, structured and ordered. RouaulL
especially expressed his rage at the corrupt state of the world in this way.
,

Cubism gave way to surrealism, a revived form of dadaism in art.^ ^
In its more typical form, surrealism consists in the production of fantastic

incongruous imagery in art (or literature) by means of unnatural juxta
positions or combinations. Viewed more subjectively, it is said to be the
presentation upon canvas of images which rise from the subconscious self.^'^
The subjective element, so typical of the existential mood, appears here,
with a consequent lack of organization and structure. Surrealistic art
reveled in personal data and appealed to many as being irresponsible
and even perverse. Hallucination stood on an equal footing with "reality,"
and the outpourmg of psychic contents was governed only by the idiosyn

or

crasies of the artist.

Cubism and surrealism
called Abstract

is

usually
triumph of

the

artists

their task

see

were

largely replaced

in the fifties

Expressionism.^"^

by what
complete

This represents the
a medium by which many
in terms of producing aesthetic shock.

in art and affords

nonobjective
primarily

Here, as in earlier non-representative forms, the aim was to involve the
beholder, which is another way of saying that to the one who sees the
picture is assigned the task of abstracting its central drive, and above all,
its central emotion.

Many of us are incapable, of course, of understanding the spatial
problems which confront the painter in our day of expanding universal
surroundings and in our world of systems-analysis and data-processing. The
most that we can hope to do is to assess the forces which seem to provide
the major stimuU to artistic creation. And it does seem that the existential
mood, with its correlate of external disorganization, is very largely mir
rored in contemporary art. Its lack of system, of a coherent center of
organization, and of organic relation to the larger areas of experience,
seems to

find

broad-gauge portrayal

seek to describe

reasons

11.

12.
13.
14.

non-portraying

forms of art. We will

for this in the next section.

The transition in modern

10.

in

sculpture

from the

representative

H. W. Janson, History of Art, pp. 513f.
Cheney, op. cit., p. 628.
Ibid., pp. 628f.
Janson, op. cit., p. 531. Cf. also Cheney, op. cit., pp. 639ff.
Robb and Garrison ,op. cit., pp. 639f.

to the
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symboUc and non-objective has been effected in less spectacular
ways, al
though the alterations in rationale and method have been no less revolution
ary. Between

(1840-1917)
such

Michelangelo
there

were

Buonarotti

few

(1475-1564)

sculptors. Many

and

feel that

Auguste Rodin
Michelangelo was

towering figure that even after his death his shadow caused all who
after him for two centuries to seem insignificant.

a

came

Auguste Rodin mastered the art of representation so fully that it
sculpture could go forward in only one way, namely, away
from naturaUsm. But Rodin himself was many-sided; in "The Thinker" or
"Burghers of Calais," he seemed to be moving toward expressionism.
In his "Balzac," he seems to have departed far from natural representation,
so that the work reflects the inner frames of the
subject and, incidentally,
his own feelings.
Most of the younger sculptors of the early 1 900's were trained under
the dominant influence of Rodin, and in going their own
way, tended to
the
hnes
of
his
later
work. In consequence, sculpture moved away
pursue
from the realm of objective art. Wilhelm Lehmbruck, although a German
and relatively independent of the influence of Rodin, developed expres
sionism marked by a rare combination of strength, derived from a Gothic
angularity, with the balance for which Rodin is famous.
The retreat from representative sculpture found perhaps its most
elegant expression in the work of Constantin Brancusi, whose "Bird in
Space" relies upon geometric formaHsm for its effect. With his work, it may
be said that sculpture was freed of its last trace of
objectivism. The way
seemed that

was

open for the three-dimensional works of the

machine-like works in
whose "Torso"

seems

plastic

and copper of

to abandon formal

dadaism and to lead to the

newer

Constructivists^^

men

and the

like Antoine Pevsner,
in favor of sculptural

discipUne
form of the assemblage

or

collage.

Ill
The

deeper significance

field of visual art deserves

form called the

15.
16.

of the

some

more

recent transformations in the

further notice. Many feel that the

collage (French: "paste-up")

Cheney, op. at., pp. 643ff.
Janson, op. cit., p. 533.

is most

newer

directly expressive

of

Christianity
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the

deeper mood of contemporary Ufe. Georges Braque is something of a
pioneer in this art-style, while Picasso has utiUzed it in some of his can
vases. Basically, a coUage is a still-Ufe made
up of strips of paper or plastic,
pasted together without evident plan, aided by a very few lines which may
be added. It has been suggested that the basic materials are the contents of
the wastebasket. An avant-garde artist named Overmeyer introduced this
form about 1950 in New York. His collage was also an assembly of
unrelated bits.
Later artists have

painted this type of "picture," and rather than
using nondescript and overlapping materials, have reproduced the style,
using non-perspective style. An example of a collage modified in cubistic
style is Picasso's "Guernica," in the New York Museum of Modern Art.^^
Professor Harvey G. Cox sees this type of art as representative of
what he calls the "collage man," who takes bits and pieces from the various
elements of his experience and juxtaposes them in accordaiice with his
notions. As in the visual form, his psychological assemblage may in some
cases "succeed" and in others, it may "fail." What is important is that
the collage is indicative, not only of a loss of what is usually regarded
as order, but also that it is symboUc of the pluraUsm of our society.
Not only so, but the "collage man" has been conditioned by experi
ence to "take with a grain of salt" every unit of input. Like the avantgarde artist, he is cautious about historic symbols, and admits to the
assemblage of experience-units only those pieces which he can regard as
relatively free of any claim upon him. This is another way of saying
that the man represented by the disjointed and non-representative forms of
or
contemporary art has abandoned the quest for any Weltanschauung
connected world-view. He will Usten to no system or institution which
makes a radical or final claim upon him. And, as Dr. Cox suggests, any
which can "get through" to him must do so in terms of a

reUgious appeal

limited claim to commitment. If any religious system seeks to present to
him an exclusive claim or offer to him a comprehensive world-view, it will
"turn him off since any Weltbild which would make a final
claim upon him would threaten the multi-faceted claims of the input-data
with which he is confronted.
Paul TilUch thinks not, but
of art mere
Is this

immediately

type

finds in the dissolution of the

17.

Ibid., pp. 522f.

subjectivism?
objective

form of

things

a

movement "in
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favor of

objective metaphysical expression. The abyss of Being was to
be evoked in lines, colors and plastic forms."
Thus, art cannot long be
a mere question of "playing games," for as
Stanley Cavell notes, "The cre
ation of art, being human conduct which affects others, has the commitQ
ments any conduct has."

1

But within existential forms of

thought-system, art does reflect, even
if it does not depict, life-styles and age-moods. Non-representative forms of
visual art have their overtones of estrangement and loneliness. In this they
reflect an ingrained opposition to a "rational" society which by its very
analytical nature threatens individual freedom and personal decision.^
^
It seeks to depict "encountered reality"^ and, in our era at least, tries to
rise above both the irrelevant objectivity and the shallow subjectivity
which the existential outlook reprehends.
The problem is, however, whether our visual art ought merely to
reflect the mood of the time and to depict the loss of organization and
system which marks the emerging "post-industriaUst, pluralistic man," as
Professor Cox calls him. For art

rather,
in

so

can

seldom, if

ever, be

a mere

reflector;

society that which it has abstracted from it, and
accentuates what it has found there. Thus, it may be asked

it feeds back into

doing

whether the artist fulfills his

if he

obligation

merely

reflects the dis

macabre, the "cool" mood. Frank E. Gaebelein reminds us:
"For one of the marks of the image of God that we bear is that we, too,
in our creaturely way, are makers. And in no human activity is this aspect
of God's image more evident than in our making of art."^^
Is it not time that evangelicals began to take seriously the poten
tialities of art for the shaping of culture, and thus to consider again the

jointed,

the

Why is so much of
Christianity? This is not to say
that the Christian artist must be a PoUyanna. Dr. Gaebelein reminds us, in
this same connection, that "Beauty has various manifestations. It can be
strong and astringent; it has disturbing and shocking as well as calm and
peaceful moods."
Certainly within this thought-context, there should be sufficient

that the Christian may also be
artistic work left to those little touched by

possibihty

an

artist?

room

for the Christian artist to "tell it

18.
19.
20.
21.

Tillich, The Religious Situation, p. 87.
In W. H. Capitan and D. D. Merrill, Art, Mind and
Religion p 86
Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture, p. 105.
Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology. Ill, p. 72.
"Toward a BibUcal View of Aesthetics," in
Christianity Today August 30
1968, p. 5.

22.

as

it is" and at the

same

'

'

'

23.

Loc. cit.

time offer

Christianity
than the

and the Visual Arts
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collage. Surely the field of visual art has not reached the
point at which there is no place within it for the presentation of meaningful
segments of life within a frankly Christian context. It would seem that
aesthetic integrity would demand something like this; we as evangeUcals
would welcome the appearance of the artist who could find an adequate
field for committed creativity here.

more

ARTICLES

The Christian's Measure of Music
John Tremaine*
Music is

thought by most authorities to have existed for nearly as
long as speech. A rather enchanting paraphrase of Genesis 1 would have us
view the beginning even as God gave songs to the birds, rhythm to
rippling streams and thunder, and the love songs to "beasts of a kind."
Whenever music first appeared, it is certain that man had an early awaken
ing to its possibilities. He found it could express any emotion and success
fully run the gamut from the most base to the most subUme.
An obsessive preoccupation of basically egocentric man has long
been that of assigning everything and everyone to a "place." This desire to
create a rigid structure has been particularly evident in the area of social
issues, but the humanities have also

self-styled

determinists. One is

come

tempted

in for their share at the hands of
to wish that

a

formulated creed

prescribed capsule. But,
typically, specifics are elusive in music. One is brought instead to a premise
which is deeply subtle but nonetheless inescapable : The genius of Chris
tian experience, known to the full, is bound to involve the humanities;
could be arrived at for the Christian� a neat

therefore,

enter music.

begin with Fetis' definition of music
as "the art of moving the emotions by combinations of sound." Broad as
it is, this definition provides a springboard and places music firmly within
the boundaries of an art form. The utilization of nature's gifts in a creative
sense stimulates the mind to endless surmise regarding the standard for
what is worthy or unworthy. Given this start, the scale for measuring the
spiritual ministry of music can develop some musical and philosophical
vaUdity.
The obvious pitfalls of oversimpUfication stand out in bold rehef
as a Christian endeavors to analyze what his own reactions are, or should
The Christian would do well to

Associate Professor of Church Music, Asbury

Theological Seminary.

The Christian's Measure

be,

in the wide

area
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of music. If he admits at the outset

is in

(he

deep
not) that this is a highly subjective area, the prospect is
secure for some
startUng and rewarding discoveries. The "measuring stick"
itself may prove to be the problem. Like it or not-use it or not-each
person possesses such a device. And it is forever undergoing changes.
Like the famed Revolutionary War general who boasted of knowing
only two tunes, the one "Yankee Doodle" and the other "was not," many
evangeUcal Christians seemed able for years, especially at the beginning of
the twentieth century, to live in contradictory compartments. Often with
a carefully cultivated taste for the best in the other arts,
they would permit
only the least worthy material musically and textually in their devotional
lives, because of the grossly erroneous idea that nothing but the simple and
trivial was spiritual.
trouble if he does

The

Christian,

creature with full

it is safe to assume, is not his

access

discernment. There

to the rich

gifts

of the

own.

spirit

of

As

God,

a

redeemed

he is

given

multitude of ways to ampUfy this quaUty, and do
it he must. There is also one other highly cogent factor. The Christian
are a

lives to serve; if he is in any sense a minister of music, his first thought must
not be for his desires, but for the needs and just desires of his associates.
This

significant principle

is

apt

to

change remarkably

the

aspect of his

measuring stick!
One might suppose, superficially, that the basic requirement for
the measuring stick would be integrity. In Paul's long Ust ("think on these
things") truth takes its place with purity and goodness. However, the truth
component has always led the contemplative soul into trouble. The current
"tell it as it is" cult sometimes finds amazing deUght in wallowing in a
"reaUty" which is anything but redemptive or elevating. In contrast, and
perhaps just as undesirable, reUgious music can have a saccharine quality
which is unnecessarily ethereal; therefore, the balance which indicates the
essence of the Christian mystique is always to be sought.
The Christian, before condemning any new forms, finds that he must
grant to discovery and the questing spirit its truly deUghtful due. Among
the great procession of venerable saints march a steady train of innovators
who easily surround themselves with an aura of "new," worthy music:
Gregory the Great, Palestrina, Bach, hymnists like Watts, Luther and

Wesley, who brought text and tune together in a phenomenal way. Each of
these "greats" launched out in some new direction of major proportions,
but neither the direction nor the degree of success could be totaUy evalua
ted in the generation that gave rise to the innovation.
How do we decide what is good and to what degree? First, hymns,
anthems and oratorios, bound as they are to texts, will aid in estabUshing

14
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scriptural and doctrinal standards. Then, as we proceed into new adven
tures with "absolute" music, an
analysis of our own subjective reactions
after several hearings is not remiss. What does this music
say to my spirit?
The responses may not be easily identifiable -some of the
deepest are not,
of course But can they be correlated with
worship or at least with whole
some aesthetic experiences? If
exposure to better and better music can
in
produce growth
appreciation, how much more will such procedure,
in
nurtured
the new Christian, lead to growth. The process will
carefully
involve both acceptance of standards set by serious musicologists and a
constantly increasing sensitivity to Christian orientation.
We must keep the active verb "communicate" before us. We Uve now
in the heyday of "Soul," expressed in no uncertain sound by Aretha
Franklin, Bob Dylan and others. The erstwhile blatant Beatles, turned
religious, have indicated an interest in the sort of thing typified by Simon
and Garfunkel in "God Ble^ You, Please, Mrs. Robinson." These are not
just random voices in the darkness, but insistent efforts to grapple with
reUgious truth in unshackled forms. Father Beaumont's American Folk
Mass and Repp's Catholic service and hymns are saying something vaUd to
youth of today, building somewhat on experimental works of both Pro
testant and CathoUc writers for youth in the fifties.
We have not yet entered Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World," but
we may expect bombardment with an
ever-increasing cacophony of new
sounds from now on. Until we hear the "last trump" and participate in the
perfect AUeluias of the new Zion, it will behoove us to use the sensi
tivities God gave us as we Usten, participate, and share. We have by no
means arrived at
Everyman's musical Utopia, as evidenced by the present
.

untenable state of New York's and Atlanta's great Centers for the Per
forming Arts, and by the fact that the Church is often a place where

nothing happens
The Spirit

to thrill the soul.

of God has

distinctly positive way of making Himself
felt if the person communicating is a vessel of
experience. This fact is
over
and
over
in
the
of
proven
Christian music, from the
presentation
a

simplest gospel song to the most florid aria. The form, aptly
the spiritual benefit of the hearer in mind, is the answer

chosen with
to effective

communication.

Therefore, let "God's Trombones" be heard, let the Statesmen evoke
genuine rhythm, let a personal testimony be sung, let a soft folk-rock
melody give its straight message, let the congregation find corporate
strength in a famiUar hymn or a new thrilling setting, and let us, if we wish,
find true re-creation in the rejuvenating strains of both
popular and classic
symphonic forms. But for the Christian, let the measure be one of integrity
at least for himself and those in his
sphere of influence. God is stiU

The Christian 's Measure

creating.
We have

has it been stated that every tune has been written.
idea what delights yet await us. The greater the variety we find

Too
no
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of Music

glibly

pleasing and edifying as we grow here, the greater could
discovery when we hear the perfect music of Eternity.

be

our

thrill of

Church Architecture,
A Representative Christian Art
H. Kimbel

Joseph

Good art, music and drama have a distinct and rightful place in the
ministry of the Church of Jesus Christ. Men like Peter Paul Rubens, a
Flemish artist of the sixteenth century, devoted their Uves to the inter
pretation of the Word on canvas. Michelangelo, in particular, represented
the

of the ItaUan School for sacred

portrayal.
Maynard James in his book / Believe in the Holy Ghost, relates the
experience of an eye specialist in Kenya who visited a private exhibition of
paintings in South Africa. He was impressed by the unusual beauty of the
paintings and said so. The artist told him that becoming a real Christian
had so revolutionized his painting that he was no longer "bound" by his
previous concepts of modern art, but was now inspired to paint according
concern

to the

concepts of light, form and beauty as he found these in God's
handiwork. He confided that his new concept was very much frowned upon

by

his peers.
It is regrettable that

theologians

of the

post-Reformation period,

insensitive to the message of sacred art, tended to discredit the visual inter
pretations of the Gospel and at times even condemned them as pagan and

of

place in bibUcal representation. This thinking has changed
somewhat through the centuries.
The particular concern of the writer, however, has been in the area of
church architecture. Truly insensitive is the heart that has not been thrilled

unworthy

a
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of the marvelous

examples of church buildings found in cities
across America. One
hopes that worshiping in these magnificent
edifices thrills the worshiper as well as the casual observer.
However, the great majority of churches today seem to have no
architectural significance and Uttle real beauty.
Many times the design is
borrowed
from
conglomerate,
everything and everywhere, and it often
detracts from, rather than adds to, its surroundings in the
city or com
times
these
munity. Many
great stone structures have been paid for by a
from
some
benevolent
legacy
city or church "father" who left the church
as a monument, often
bearing his name as a memorial to posterity.
The church building should be a thing of beauty, a work of art. A
building for worship should be a place of "light and form and beauty," a
place of joy, of rest and repose. Often instead it is both costly and cold.
The writer remembers a consultation trip he made to a large city to
one of the nation's well-known churches. The entrance was
right "on the
front street," dimly Ughted, and filled with massive, locked, extremely
heavy and fortress-like doors. His first reaction was probably that of
thousands who walked by and never got inside: "Oh, if they would only
get some flood lights out here, and get some doors with glass in them, so
that we could see the joy and happiness on the inside!" The psychological
effect of such a building was, I beUeve, exactly the opposite of what the
congregation desired it to be.
In the opinion of many, most churches are too costly. Often, many
of the costly items are unnecessary ones. Such things as an overpowering,
massive tower, elaborate and extensive stained glass areas designed in a
modern vein by non-Christian men detract from, rather than add to, the
worship of God; such things as unusual and expensive shapes of buildings,
odd roof systems, great heights of walls and roofs, are hardly in keeping
with the philosophy of mission-minded, self-sacrificing Christians. The
some

scattered

world

sees

this, and it has

All the world

"The church is

no

affluence many in

reason

is the outside and it is small wonder that it says,
longer relevant to our society." God has blessed with
sees

our

churches. We

We go into the
from the elements� and the
over a

to wonder.

block).

now

(very few walk
porte-cochere, protected

drive to church

building from the
community�and leave

an

hour later in

a

similar way. The community is unaffected and often does not care.
Who is responsible? It would be kindest to say that "it just happens."

Earlier,

"They

our

churches

weren't born,

says in the

perceptive

were

often built without much

they just growed,"

like

Topsy.

rhyme

or

As Donald J.

Bruggink

book Christ and Architecture,

A church that is interested in
must also be interested in

proclaiming

the

reason.

gospel

architecture, for year after year
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the architecture of the church

proclaims a message that
either augments the preached word, or conflicts with it.
Church architecture cannot, therefore, be left exclusively
to those of refined tastes, the aesthetic
elite, or even the

professional architect. If the gospel of Christ is worthy of
accurate verbal proclamation week by week, it is also
worthy of faithful architectural proclamation, when its
message speaks year after year.
Some non-Christian architects have become known
tects and

much

as

church archi

after

by Christian congregations. For example,
congregations with his extreme ideas. He
sometimes becomes very angry, after the contract is signed and the con
gregation has become quite involved with him, if they try to estabUsh
guide lines. Usually this dominating individual gets his way, to the eventual
dismay of the congregation involved. Often the future of the church is
hindered by the results.
Much planning and study should go into the building of a church
one

are

sought

architect has almost divided

structure. Hundreds of basic items must be considered and decided upon.

The whole program should be bathed in much prayer. In many instances,
denominational church building consultants should be called in for their

ideas and recommendations.

Many fine churches are being built today. For the most part they are
simple structures, stripped of ornamentation and unnecessary baubles.
These are buildings that say to the people who go by, "Come in, you'll find
peace and happiness here." These are "seven days a week" buildings, filled
with the laughter of children and the glory of God. Certainly they have a
place for worship, but they also have well planned and adequate areas for
Christian Education, Fellowship, Service Activities, and Administration.
There is a good and growing hbrary, a carefully designed nursery, ample
foyer space, a quiet place in which individuals or small groups may pray,
an abundance of
provisions for young people, and adequate facilities for
good music. There must be adequate parking faciUties and room for future
expansion. To me, this is a work of art!
All this can be "simpUcity personified." It should be done well, but
as simply and
inexpensively as possible. "Light and form and beauty" as
in
the
expressed
buildings of the Christian Church can be a wonderful
witness in the proclamation of the Gospel.

The Gothic Cathedral
William

Among

the

is

reflective of the

original

R. Cannon*

and artistic achievements of the Middle

Ages,

creativity and genius of the period than the
Ages presented a cultural and religious unity
which was unique in history; the source of that unity was a Christian con
viction which the citizens of the society all shared. The dichotomy be
tween the secular and the sacred was in this period transcended, since the
divine was held always and invariably to express itself in the human, while
the human had no reaUty apart from the divine which it existed to display.
none

more

Gothic Cathedral. The Middle

It is the purpose of this article to discuss the Gothic Cathedral in
terms of its genius in reflecting the spirit of the era. Here the descriptive

carrying power of all that will be said. A
type of architecture. It is by definition the seat

adjective,

not the noun, is the

Cathedral

can

exist in any
of a bishop, which means that any church in which a bishop happens to be
located is a cathedral. But a Gothic Cathedral, considered as an archi

tectural type or artistic class, is unique. The thirteenth century in Western
Europe erected it, and it is itself wondrous and glorious, to which nothing
else that has

ever

been built

can

be

compared.

by three major features.
They are the pointed arch, the rib-vault, and the flying buttress. No one of
them is a unique Gothic creation. Each had been known and used prior to
Gothic architecture has been characterized

the erection of the first Gothic edifice. Indeed, unless I am mistaken, and
I do not profess competence in either the science of architecture or the

field of the fine arts, the nave of Durham Cathedral, which outdates the
beginning of Gothic by almost a century, displays the rib-vault. What

*

Dr. Cannon
now

serving

for many years Dean of Candler School of Theology and is
Bishop of the Raleigh area of the United Methodist Church.

was
as
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makes Gothic Gothic is the combined
way that a new architectural pattern is

of these three features in such

use

a

produced.

The purpose, simply and clearly, was to
give movement and anima
tion to what had heretofore been inert masses of mortar and stone. In

Gothic

a

building

almost becomes

an

enclosed field of action and trans

formation. Whether it is viewed externally or internally, the Gothic Cathe
dral has the appearance of motion and change. Whereas the Greek temple
was

designed

to

produce

in the beholder the mood of peace and

which is related to absolute

stabihty

and

tranquility

the Gothic

changelessness,
visitor, creating in him a
mood of eager expectancy and of desire for immediate and positive action.
When one enters Chartres Cathedral, for example, he sees at once
its three-tier elevation demonstrated on both sides of the nave by the high
pointed arcade, the dainty little gallery, so exquisitely carved, above it,
and the tall stately clerestory composed of dark, subdued stained glass
windows. Over each window is a small rose-shaped supplement in the same
haunting colors, which makes the walls quadripartite, though they do not
have the triforium, or low wall passage between gallery and clerestory,
which characterizes the cathedrals both of Noyon and of Laon. Notre
Dame in Paris reverses the order of Chartres by placing the little circular
windows below the big windows of the clerestory, so that they actually
take the place of the triforium. Both Rheims and Amiens, built later in the
century, reproduce almost exactly the pattern of Chartres, though on a
grander scale.
One is dazzled by the height of the nave. In the Cathedral of Notre
Cathedral,

in contrast, excites and stimulates its

Dame in Paris it is 1 15

feet, while

in Rheims it is

125, and Amiens reaches

up to 140 feet. But at the same time, competing with the height of the
nave, is the length. One cannot think about the width or sides at first. He
is either

up or forward, and always his sight is moving. The narrow
arcades and their taper-like columns, or piers, take one along breathlessly

looking

until before he knows it he has moved from narthex to apse. Thus the
balance of the Gothic Cathedral is a precarious one. Indeed, it is like the
balance of power
to shift either to

"among restless and warlike nations." It appears almost
height or length without ever doing it. This balance is
obtained by maintaining the tension between two powerful and opposite
directions. The slender spires constantly point one upward in his gaze, but
arcades, aisles, and altar
at rest

was

really

in

a

contest to draw him forward

as

well. He cannot be

Gothic Cathedral.

This tension, so grippingly expressed by the interior of the cathedral,
what medieval man always felt within himself. His Ufe from birth to

death

constant battle. He strove to

obey God,

but

always

the Devil

harassed and hindered him. He loved above aU else sanctity and

holiness.

was a
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and yet his deeds were compromised by sin.
Rehgion was never solace or
comfort or tranquiHty for the people of the Middle
Ages. Theirs was

struggle against temptation
crown

and

victory

unless first there had been

a

over

cross.

sin.

They knew there was no
This theology patterned the

Gothic Cathedral.
The outside of the Gothic Cathedral teaches its lessons
terior and interior are architecturally and
in
mony with

Everything

another. This is

one

about the edifice

place,

well. Ex

aesthetically
complete har
because both were theologically conceived.
proclaims its religious design. Since the

exterior of the cathedral shows

that hold it in

as

so

much of the constructional elements

it is easy perhaps to miss its artistic nicety and exact
to think of it as the back of the stage, the equipment,

One is too apt
to speak, which enables the

ness.

play to go on inside. The flying buttresses
appear to be no more than exposed beams which hold the walls upright
and keep them from being pushed out and wrecked by the arches and
vaults. A Romanesque Church, in contrast to the Gothic, keeps her
buttresses entirely concealed, for according to her style it would be in
so

decent for a church, like a person, to expose her ribs. When one looks at
the apse of St. Sernin in Toulouse, France, he finds straight black and white
walls on the outside. The buttresses are built in and hidden. St. Sernin is
of the most

of the

Romanesque in existence. But
the cathedrals in Paris, Rheims, and Amiens are all exposed. Indeed, the
flying buttresses and high towers and spires create externally the same
tension that is created by height and length of the nave inside. When one
stands outside the cathedral, he struggles to look upward and outward at
the same time. That is why distance is always needed to gain proper per
spective. One does not really see the cathedral externally until he sees it
upward and outward at the same time.
No Gothic Cathedral from the outside ever looks complete. It is not
supposed to. It stands as a reminder of the incompleteness of all things
temporal. Its upward and outward thrust points one both to God and to
the needs of his neighbor. He is Ufted heavenward to God to find satis
faction. He is pushed outward on earth among all peoples to diffuse the
one

perfect examples

grace of God among them.
There is no discrimination between the
interior in
on

importance of exterior and
the Gothic Cathedral. The Greek temple put its stress entirely

the outside. The wonder of the

Acropolis

and the

glory of the Parthenon
body, the intellect and

approach. This is because mind and
the physical physique which it governed, were supreme to the Greeks.
mind and spirit represent separate avenues of approach to God for
are seen

in their

medieval

given

man.

him

as

they have
always incomplete

He is to cultivate his natural resources, for

divine

gifts.

But nature

as

such is

But

the

been
until
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perfected by

divine grace. One beholds the strength and sym
metry of the Gothic Cathedral from the outside and is awed by its grandeur.
But he has not really seen it all or benefited from its lessons until he has
gone inside to pray and to worship. The outside of the cathedral which
explains itself architecturally by exposing all its parts, displays the order
and

dependability

of the world and nature and is

picture of the philoso
phy. But the inside, where all is concealed and hidden, is a picture of the
ultimate mystery, the being of God which must be grasped by faith and

accepted

a

in love.

When

one

settles down to

study

parts, the Gothic Cathedral teaches

it and to examine its contents and

very definite
about Gothic that is
a

religious and theolo
problematical. It was
people of the Middle

gical lesson. There is nothing
designed for instruction. The vast majority of the
Ages could not read or write. Their cathedrals and churches became for
them the means of their instruction in the things of God. No times, not
excepting even the present, have vied with the Middle Ages in the skill and
success of visual reUgious aids. The medieval man could see aU the lessons
of his faith in his cathedral. Everything he found in it had a particular
reUgious meaning for him.
The very position, the geographical setting, of the church building
itself, taught the medieval Christian a lesson. It was always so placed that
its head

was

the west,

so

toward the

rising of the

The end of the church

was

to

up the stained glass
and end of the world. The northern waU

that the late afternoon

containing scenes of the Judgment

sun.

sun

would

and its windows dealt with Old Testament

Ught

scenes

and

images, while the

southern exposure carried in its windows the gospel of the New Testament.
As in the New Testament, so in the medieval Cathedral the higher

place

in

a

design represents

the

greater honor. For example,

in the

tym

panum of Chartres Cathedral, Christ the regal Savior sits enthroned and on
either side of him are the symbols of the four evangeUsts. On his upper
right and left are the man and the eagle, while below in the same order are

the Uon and the ox, and likewise man, on the
bird, even the noble eagle, which is on the left.

right,

has

priority

over

any

The humble Christian learned the nature and order of

hierarchy
porch we can

from his cathedral. At Chartres in the

right bay of the south
grouped around the arches, but
these groups are very carefuUy arranged, so that laymen, monks, priests,
bishops, and archbishops are kept in their respective groups in an ascending
hierarchic scale. At the crown of the arch is a saintly pope. Even the
celestial choir is pictured in classes. Angels are below archangels, while
cherubim and seraphim are closest to Deity and therefore are pictured
see

aU this in stone. There the saints

are

The Gothic Cathedral
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and balls of fire which radiate from the

source

of all

light

looks

closely at some of the magnificent statuary of
Chartres, he sees that major figures usually stand on some diminutive
figure that bears significance to his mission and work. The statue of Balaam
is supported by the ass. The Queen of Sheba stands on the shoulders of a
Negro. Moses rests his feet on the head and back of the golden calf. Maybe
the medieval worshiper could not read his Bible, but he was
taught its
lessons. He saw its stories pictured for him in stone and
glass, as today you
and I substitute for the reading of a novel the dramatization of it on
one

television.
From his cathedral the untutored Christian acquired his
knowledge
of nature and the arts and sciences as well as
This
book
in stone
religion.
was more

than

a

single

the bestiaries is found

volume. It

was a

its walls

well

whole

Ubrary.

Information from

truths of the Bible.

By carvings
glass the medieval man came to believe that the owl
cannot see so well in day as it can at night, that in
ordinary Ught other
birds chase the owl, and he is helpless because of bUndness. Imagination
ployed with reaUty in the cathedral, and the worshiper found out what
unicorns and dragons and gargoyles were without ever coming to see them
and

scenes

on

as

as

in stained

in real Ufe. AU the flowers of France find permanence inside the French
cathedrals, and a course in botany could better have been taught inside

these Gothic edifices in the Middle

than inside the universities. Those

great cathedrals

Ages
epitomes

of the whole wide world. Their

artists wanted them to be like Noah's

ark, housing something of every

Uving species.
Nothing

in

came

to be

practical instruction, however,

the moral life. Instruction in the
vice

was

invariably

treated

by

pursuit of

was

quite

so

important

as

virtue and the avoidance of

the artists of the Gothic Cathedrals. It is not

possible to go into any one of these churches and to find this theme absent.
EquaUy interesting and fascinating in their presentation are the twelve
virtues and vices, always depicted in pairs, seen at Notre Dame in Paris,
Chartres, and Amiens. Let us look briefly at just one or two of these
portrayals in order to understand how the artist went about teaching his
lessons on morals to the people. One can readily recognize these theological
virtues which invariably begin the series of the twelve.
Look at the artist's portrayal of faith. This virtue is personified as a
woman. She has the seat of honor on the right side of Christ. In her hand
she holds

a

shield

in the stone

which, in the window of Notre Dame, is a cross, while
work at Chartres is a chalice, and at Amiens, a cross in a
on

chaUce. On the north

porch

at

Chartres the

woman

with the blood of the Lamb of God who is slain

actually
on

fiUs the chalice

the altar. What does
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this mean? It
that took

sacrifice,

that in the Middle

means

death of Christ for

our

sins

the

Ages

the

object

of faith

was

the

But this faith was not in an act
and
for
all
in
the
place
past but in the perpetuity of that
miraculously renewed every time the mass is performed on the
on

cross.

once

altar. In contrast to the
Amiens
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lovely

maiden

faith, we

Paris, Chartres, and
animal-like idol, pre

at

see

kneeling down and worshiping an
sumably a donkey. Medieval people had the habit of abusing the donkey
by using him in their art in an uncomplimentary way.
The sheep, in contrast, is generally used in the most complimentary
way. In Notre Dame, for example, charity is presented as a woman with
a shield which has a sheep on it. Yet every person in the Middle Ages knew
what this meant. A sheep personified to him complete unselfishness. Ru
pert of Troy has given the explanation beautifully: "The sheep gives her
a

man

strong, her milk to those who are weak;
with her fleece she clothes the naked, and with her skin she shelters the
flesh for food to those who

are

cold."
Let
unusual

us

manner.

her head. In
the
is

look at

one

flesh, while

enveloped

just

one

presented in a most
maiden with the veil of her virginity over
palm, the sign of victory over the lusts of

other

This virtue is

a

hand she has

a

pair. Chastity

in the other she carries

a

shield with

in flames. No doubt the animal is

mander. This animal

was

thought

is

an

animal

supposed

or

bird

as

it

to be the sala

to Uve in the flames and to have the

chastity must endure the fire of
concupiscence and sexual desire until finaUy it extinguishes them. Luxury,
or indulgence, contrasted with chastity, is a young man holding a young
woman in his arms, and the woman has in one hand a sceptre, iUustrating
her absolute rule over man in the satisfaction of his sexual passions, and in
the other a mirror, indicating that her satisfaction in Ufe Ues in beholding
her own beauty and admiring herself.
The Gothic Cathedral not only taught the people of the Middle Ages
what they needed to know about nature, the arts, the world, and virtue, it
gave them instruction in reUgion, in the contents of the Bible, and above
property of extinguishing them. Even

so

aU else in the doctrines of their faith. Let

these, and

our

lesson

on

The artists and

us

turn now to a summary

of

the Gothic Cathedral wiU be done.

sculptors began of course with the Old Testament.
Indeed, the most beautiful stained glass windows I have ever seen were not
at Chartres Cathedral, as might be expected. The colors there are too dark
and subdued for me. I have scarcely ever found enough Ught througi. them
properly to enjoy their scenes. The most beautiful stained glass I have
found is the windows in La Sainte-ChapeUe in Paris, where practicaUy the
whole of the Old Testament is illustrated. The colors are so Ught and vivid
that it is very easy to study the scenes. What one quickly sees from aU of

The Gothic Cathedral
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them is that the medieval Christians did not consider the Old
Testament as
in
itself
but only as prefiguring the New. For them it was all
important
the
fulfillment
of which took place in the acts and deeds of
prophecy,
Jesus Christ and of His church.
Take this

example:

When Moses

saw

the

burning

bush and heard God

out of it to

speak
him, this was of course an historical fact. It happened as
the Bible describes it. The medieval man beUeved this. But to him it
pre

figured something else. It was an allegory of the Virgin Mary. She received
in her body the flame of the Holy Ghost,
yet she was not consumed by the
fire of

concupiscence.

his

burning

her

on

bush

Hence in Gothic art she

her stance. There is

as

a

can

be

seen

particularly

using

Moses and

handsome statue of

the north

Both

porch at Chartres, and beneath her feet is the burning bush.
patriarchs and kings were used as types, proclaiming the

Messiah who in their times

Rheims at that

was

yet

to come. I looked time and

again

at

of statues of

Abraham, Moses, Isaiah, John the Baptist,
still, in the north porch at Chartres are Melchizedek,
Abraham, Moses, Samuel, and David, all of whom stand at the very en
trance of the church. In the windows of La Sainte-Chapelle are Adam,
Abel, Melchizedek, and Joseph. David and Solomon are there, too, and at
Chartres, Amiens, and Rheims Solomon is always placed near the Queen of
Sheba. What did the medieval man get from all this?
When he saw Adam, he was confronted by his own ruination in him,
reminded of original sin, and directed away from the first Adam to the
second Adam, Jesus Christ, who came as redeemer and deliverer. Mel
chizedek, who was both king and priest, and who gave bread and wine to
Abraham, was prophetic of the eucharist, when we eat the consecrated
wafer with the life-giving properties of the divine. The mind of the medieval
row

and Simeon. Better

Christian

was

perpetually

on

Christ. He

In Notre Dame at Paris there is

sought
a

and found Him

everywhere.

stone relief of the burial of the

John, who looked after her in her years of Ufe
after the crucifixion, heads the procession. The coffin itself is borne by
Peter and Paul, Peter, Prince of the Apostles, is at the head, while Riul,
less than the least of aU the saints, brings up the rear. The burial, resur
rection, and coronation of the Virgin is pictured in stone above one of the

Virgin Mary, Young

St.

doors at Amiens.

Medieval

people

beUeved

firmly

in heaven and

heU, and they de

pended on the saints helping them to attain the one and to avoid the
other. Consequently the saints were much more than figures out of history
to them. They were constantly available ministering angels. The child got
his own special saint, his patron saint, at his baptism. Likewise trade guilds
and professions each had a patron saint. Men and women beUeved in these
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saints

as,
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credulous children believe in Santa Claus.

They

loved them with

intense devotion.

The favorite saint to

She

was

was

the Mother of God Incarnate. She

demption,
man

everybody

because the Redeemer had

looked

on

her

as

the

come

personification

of

course

was

the

Virgin Mary.

the vehicle of man's

through

re

her womb. Medieval

of the church. He felt

perhaps

that he could get a little closer to her than to her divine Son. At least he
depended on her to put in a good word for him with Jesus. God the Son

would listen to her, since He was once her Uttle boy and she had nurtured
and reared Him. Consequently the cult of the Virgin Mary was one of the

strongest expressions of medieval piety.

Very little from the gospels about Jesus is pictured in Gothic art.
What has been represented is events coimected mainly with His birth, His
death, and His resurrection. Medieval man was interested in Him not just
as an historical figure, but as the embodiment of God in the work of re
demption He had performed, in His indispensable role as Savior. The
lessons of this art of the Gothic Cathedrals are theological lessons. Events
always are important for what they mean. The world and all that is in it
was framed by the Word of God, and all will pass away but that Word,
which is eternal.
When I first

saw

the Norman Coast, the top of
clouds. That magnificent structure looked

Mont-Saint-Michel

lost in

its

sharp spires

as

if it had transcended earth and

wss

Gothic Cathedral is like
man

heavy
a

prayer.
into the very presence of God.

on

pierced heaven. Indeed, it had.
It constantly reaches skyward. It

The

lifts
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A Creed

for a Christian Skeptic, by Mary
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968. 167 pages. $3.95.

McDermott Shideler. Grand

Mrs. Shideler is

already well known as the author of TTie Theology
Romantic
an
of
Love,
important study of the thought of British author
Charles Williams, and a shorter essay about Williams in the attractive new
series

"Contemporary Writers in Christian Perspective" also pubUshed by
Eerdmans. She lives currently in Iowa where her husband is a professor of
Philosophy in the State University of Iowa.
This book, Mrs. Shideler insists, was written "by a layman for
laymen" to answer their questions about Christian faith. More specifically,
it is a serious work of apologetics aimed particularly at those on the
borderline of the Christian community. The term "Christian Skeptic"
seems designed primarily to gain the confidence of such inhabitants of the
"twilight zone," but at times its referent appears to be rather the com
mitted but thoughtful Christian. The concept is derived from Charles
WiUiams, who is quoted as saying: "There is a great deal of skepticism in
believers; and a good deal of belief in non-believers; the only question is
where we decide to give our better energy." At any rate, her major target
is identified as the "dogmatic spirit�in fundamentahsm, Uberahsm,
radicahsm, traditionaUsm, and skepticism itself."
For Mrs. Shideler, the Apostles' Creed is to be used as a "center
rather than a wall"� that is, to indicate the orientation of one's thought
rather than as a rigid determiner of orthodoxy. She does not claim to
provide a normative interpretation of the creed either historically or for
today, but rather uses it as a framework on which to hang her various
reflections on the validity of Christian faith in today's world. These
reflections are grouped into four parts: the Self ("I believe in"); the
Other (first article of the creed�God the Father); the Crucial Problem
(second article� Jesus Christ) and the Consummation (third articleHoly Spirit). Space allotted to these does not at aU follow the structure of
the Creed. Mrs. Shideler is decidedly more "theocentric" in her thinking
than "Christocentric," devoting much more space to the first article
than to the second. The single word "maker" (considered separately from
"of heaven and earth") receives far more attention than the expression,
"the third day he rose again from the dead."
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religious background is not mentioned, but her intel
lectual affinities are with the urbane Uterary AngUcan tradition exempUfied in C. S. Lewis and Charles WilUams. Indeed, the dust jacket bills this
book as a selection of the Episcopal Book Club. The book consequently
reflects both the strengths and weaknesses of that tradition. Much of the
book is written in the popular style of C. S. Lewis' apologetics. At several
points the argument is by extended analogy�especially when the incar
Die author's

nation is considered.

On the other

hand, the book

turns and

is

extremely eclectic,
curious blend of theology

often
and

taking
philoso

unexpected
reflecting
The
is
phy.
theology
generally "conservative," in a broad cultural sense,
rather than "evangeUcal" in the sense of striving to recapture and express
bibUcal thought patterns. The treatment of most articles in the Creed
reflects a broad acquaintance with modern theology.
Inasmuch as a book in apologetics is to be valued largely by the
a

response of those for whom it is written, time alone will be the final
arbiter of its effectiveness.
Donald W.

The

Dayton

Gospel of the Life Beyond, by Herbert Lockyer. Westwood,
ReveU, 1967 (reprinted in 1968). 1 10 pages. $2.00.

N. J.:

The much-loved lecturer and Bible conference
Lockyer, has excerpted the Scriptures, as weU as the

speaker, Herbert
writings of earnest

Christians, to see what can be said in reply to the eternal query, "If a man
die, shall he Uve again?" In seven chapters, he surveys the landscape and
offers the only reply which has permanently estabUshed its
place in man
kind's

thinking

as

the vaUd

answer.

His view of the "basics" of the question centers in the conviction
that the Creator has written the sentiment for
eternity in man, and that
no system which denies it can have
permanent survival value as a competi
tor for the aUegiance of the human heart. The volume is written from a

warm-hearted point of view, adheres closely to the clear statements of
Scripture, and does not avoid the tough questions. There is a measure of
reserve at the point of moot
questions which does not imperil the writer's
assertions at the points for which our information seems certain and
conclusive.
The pastor who finds himself troubled by the questions raised by
those in time and occasion of sorrow will find this an exceptionaUy
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helpful
which

manual. The behever who wishes to
we

all

are

sailing

will likewise find it

Victory Through Surrender, by
1966. 128 pages.

sight

E.

Stanley

the distant

a source

shore toward

of encouragement.
Harold B. Kuhn

Jones. Nashville:

Abingdon,

$2.75.

The heart of Dr. Jones' message is to be found in this fine Uttle
volume. With his arresting style he communicates that the secret of selfreaUzation is self-surrender.
This is the invaluable message said a thousand ways. "Your self is
heaven
or heU now" (p. 8). "I have found
your
only one remedy, for I
find only one disease�self at the center, self trying to be God" (p. 14).
One caimot get rid of the self by trying: "If your self gets your attention,

fighting attention, it wUl get you. You wiU be a seli-preoccupied
person and a self-preoccupied person is a self-defeated person" (p. 28).
We must surrender not merely our time, loyalty, trust, service and
money, but also self. Fears, worries, anxieties, resentments are marginal�
self is the real problem. Surrender is not eUmination of the self. Surren
der is given to God who cleanses it and gives it back. He who loses his
Ufe to find it has discovered the deepest law of the universe. "... you
are never so much your own as when you are most his" (p. 33).
even a

Then what dies? The false

Ufe, the fake "I."

A

new man

rises from

the dead, for "we never Uve until we have gone to our own funeral" (p. 37).
Here Dr. Jones is quite free to be dogmatic. There is no other way to self-

realization. "... I know how Ufe works," he announces, "it works His
way. The sum total of reaUty is behind His way" (p. 45).
But God does not ask us to do something He wUl not do. "Selfsunender is at the very heart of God and is at the heart of aU His attitudes
and actions" (p. 51). "When He asks us to surrender ourselves. He is asking
us to fulfiU the deepest thing in Himself and the deepest thing in us" (p. 5 1 ).

problems of human living come out of self-centered living"
psychologist said it's a milUon to one that the self-centered are

"All the

(p. 52). A
unpopular

.

.

.

with themselves

as

well

as

others. Self-surrender

brings

who testifies that from

Ufe. Dr. Jones quotes Hammarskjold
the moment of surrender life made sense, not nonsense. The entire
thought is summed up on page 57: Jesus "aUgned himself with self-giving

meaning

to

instead of

self-saving."
Donald E. Demaray
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The

Synoptic Gospels, two vols., by Claude G. Montefiore. (Library of
Biblical Studies, ed. by Harry M. Orlinsky.) New York: Ktav Publishing
Company, 1968. 411 and 678 pages. $22.50.
It is

highly significant that the Jewish Institute of ReUgion of
Hebrew Union CoUege should undertake the repubUcation of a work on
the Synoptic Gospels, even though this work was done by a Jewish scholar.
Montefiore hoped for a rapprochement between Liberal Christianity and
Reformed Judaism; his monumental work, appearing in 1909, reflected
that hope, in that he felt that in his position he could present the figure of
Jesus from

a

neutral

point of view.

PubUshed here is the second edition of Montefiore's work
in 1927. L. H. Silbermann has written the

appeared
pearing at
objectives

as

Prolegomenon,

it
ap

the

opening of Volume I, in which he sets forth the position,
and work-scope of the original author. Montefiore's opinion

that Jesus did not

really

intend to estabUsh

"reUgion"

a new

underUes

much of the work. Jesus appears as a prophet whose major concern was
ethical, and whose opposition to the Rabbis of the time was chiefly at the

point of the ceremonial law. Thus, the conflict was one of Inward versus
Outward; it was in this that Montefiore found the "tragic" element in
Jesus'

career.

The author's

understanding of the person of our Lord is Umited by
his understanding of Him as a prophet and sage. The accounts of His con
ception and birth (in Matthew and Luke) are understood in the same Ught,
and Montefiore tends to separate the materials of the Synoptics into two
parts: First, those which are of common interest to Jews and Christians;
and second, those which are primarily of concem to Christians. The account
of

our

Lord's resurrection is held to

"God-willed" and which "did
This

as

weU

spring from
as a

miracle"

an

"iUusion" which

(II,

was

639).
reading pubUc a
was powerful in the

p.

to the attention of the Christian

reprint brings
unquestioned thoroughness which in its time
field of New Testament studies. Many wiU conclude, however, that bibUcal
studies have moved far beyond Montefiore, whose usefulness to our genera
tion falls largely in the area of historical studies, or perhaps better, the
history of critical studies.
work of

Harold B. Kuhn
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God and

Secularity, Vol. Ill in the series New Directions in Theology
Today, by John Macquarrie. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967.
157 pages. $1.95

(paperback).

This book takes God and

secularity as the "poles of discussion."
The assumption is that the theologian cannot avoid speaking of God nor
can he avoid the responsibility of addressing his own world and
speaking
the language of his own time.
The author feels that the new interest in secularity has arisen in
Britain and America among ex-Barthians who are in rebellion against
Earth's exaggeration of God's transcendence and his conesponding de
preciation of man's "natural" achievements. It is as well a protest against
the varieties of Protestantism which have given the impression that the
world is evil. Several concerns of the secularists are outlined: (1) A con
cem for the temporal, as opposed to the eternal, (2) A preoccupation with
the "secular" everyday activities of man, as contrasted to the "religious"
activities of praying, worshiping, singing hymns, going to retreats, etc.,
(3) An interest in secular knowledge�the type gained by human endeavor,
the exercise of man's rational faculties and his powers of
and (4) A belief that secular man is an autonomous man,

which is based

observation,

contrasted to

on

a

being

who is

author seeks to relate the

upon faith and obedience. The
of theism with these secular concerns,

dependent

concerns

rejecting any attempts (e.g. van Buren) at a thorough-going reduction of
Qiristianity to pure secularism.
Macquarrie observes that secularism is most hostile to any form of
the Christian faith which gives the impression of irrelevant reUgiosity. His
central thesis is that "the sharp dichotomy between 'secular' and 'rel

igious'

on

which

chotomy" (p. 51).

so

much of the current discussion turns is

He laments Protestantism's

tendency

to

a

false di

swing from

one

(e.g. between the extremes of transcendence and
immanence, social gospel and personal gospel, etc.). He draws from a
number of theologians and adds some of his own insights in an effort to
exclusive.
develop his thesis that God and the secular are not mutually
The author has a superior grasp of his subject as it relates to recent
literature in the area. He includes a helpful appendix in which he presents
from 1961-1966.
an armotated bibliography of the books on the subject
This study is in keeping with the good quality of the other volumes in the
to the subject of
series, and may serve to give a helpful introduction
extreme

to

another

secularism.
Kenneth Cain

Kinghorn
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by Robert G. Clouse,

Pierard, editors. Greenwood, S. C:

Robert D. Linder and Richard V.

The Attic

Press, 1968. 271 pages.

$5.95.
It is standard

with

some

they

sever

form of

circles to
to say the

identify evangehcals
least,

to

assume

that

their basic faith from their attitudes toward secular institutions

and issues. In
a

procedure in some
rightist ideology, or

stance of

doing, so the critique customarily runs, evangeUcals assume
unquestioning acceptance of the status quo. This volume,
so

edited by three evangeUcal laymen, reflects a mood of social criticism and
of discriminating attitudes toward social issues, and is informed by a deep

compartmentaUzed form of faith.
The Introduction lays out the general format, which includes
chapters by eleven writers, the first being one entitled, "How Can A

desire to avoid this

Christian Be in PoUtics?"

Senator Mark 0. Hatfield. In

by

a

sense, the

Oregon sets the tone for the work. With an incisiveness
typical of his thinking, he lays bare the major presuppositions which should
guide the Christian citizen, centering in the conviction that man Uves
"under God" and that he must include in aU his thinking and doing the
dimension of the divine sovereignty and ultimate disposition of history.
The note of the rejection of dogmatic finaUsm in the Christian's thinking
about social and poUtical matters underUes the lectures which foUow.
The essays by the ten authors who provide the body of the volume
are remarkably balanced in their conclusions and careful in their analyses.
The respective writers do not hesitate to identify extremists on either side
and to probe the states of mind which guide their behavior, be they Right
or Left. Then, too, there is no hesitancy at the point of offering basic
social and economic criticisms. Outstanding here is WilUam W. Cuthbertson
of WilUam JeweU College, who in his chapter "The Christian, the American
MiUtary EstabUshment, and War" sets our national poUdes alongside the
ethical demands of the Gospel. Without advocating an unconditional
pacifism. Dr. Cuthbertson offers an incisive criticism of growing nuUtarism,
and sounds a warning with which the thoughtful Christian can scarcely
disagree.
Equally perceptive is the essay by Dr. James E. Johnson of Bethel
CoUege in St. Paul entitled "The Christian and the Emergence of the
Welfare State." In this. Professor Johnson recognizes the complexities of
Senator from

modern Ufe and sets forth

a

sensitive view of the

areas

in which the

ought to be guided by some inescapable pragmatic factors,
instead of adopting a rigidly negative attitude toward society's responsibiUty for the distressed and disadvantaged in our land.
Specific comments in favor of these three chapters do not indicate a
Christian
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lack of appreciation for the other eight, hi
point of fact, this symposium
seems to transcend the usual format of such
works in that there are
no
"weaker"
sections. A careful reading, for
really
example, of Earl J.
Reeves' chapter, "The Population
Explosion and Christian

Concern,"

might prevent

among evangehcals a myopic attitude toward family Umitation which makes such an attitude largely irrelevant to modern hfe. Or, an

open-minded reading of William W. Adams Jr.'s essay, "Communism,
Reahsm, and Christianity" might forestall an unthinking and iron-clad
attitude toward all citizens in communist-dominated lands which is ir
reconcilable with the mandates of our Lord.
or

This volume is not written for one who has
all of today's pressing social issues. But the

closed mind upon any
evangeUcal Christian who

deeply

desires that aU

areas

of his Ufe and

a

thought shaU
high on

submission to "the mind of Christ" will find it

be reduced to
the Ust of his

required reading.
Harold B. Kuhn

Jewish
mann

Theology, Systematically and Historically Considered, by KaufKohler; Introduction by J. L. Blau. New York: Ktav Publishing

House, 1918 and 1968. 505 pages. $6.00.
When this material

first

pubUshed

in 1918 it

pioneering
theology
president
of Hebrew Union CoUege, a man who spent his youth in Germany where
he was educated in rabbinical schools and in three universities of Germany.
There he broke away from the strict orthodoxy of his home and synagogue
and embraced the views of higher criticism popularized by Wellhausen.
After migrating to the United States he became Rabbi of some of the most
distinguished Uberal synagogues in the country before accepting the presi
dency of Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati. The thirty-page introduction
by Mr. Blau constitutes an invaluable updating of Kohler's work. Blau's
introduction pictures Kohler as one of the most influential and Uberal
theologians and historians of his day. His viewpoint was that of the rational
ism of the early twentieth century before neo-orthodoxy and the mysti
cism of Martin Buber made its influence felt. In short, Kohler's view of the
Scriptures is essentially the same as that of Christian liberals who rejected
everything in the Scriptures that claims to be supernatural. Only the moral
law in the Bible was regarded as binding. Dietary laws and regulations
concerning ceremonial purity and dress were rejected. Also rejected was
Zionism and the idea that Jews are a reUgious nation. Rather, he called
work in the

was

of Reformed Judaism. Its author

was a

was

the

The
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reUgious community. Kohler's

task

was

to

distinguish

between

scientific age and those which
were considered essential for continuation of Judaism as a faith. He had
therefore to simultaneously "both assert and deny the fmaUty of the truth

views which he felt must be discarded in

a

of the Jewish faith." Kohler identified the

kingdom of God, envisioned

gospel theologians, with the Messianic era en
visioned by the Jewish prophets. He did not expect a final judgment
nor the resurrection of the body, but did beUeve in the immortaUty of the
soul. The only heaven and heU he expected were to be experienced on
earth when the prophetic ideals had been reaUzed. Blau notes that "Koh
ler's Jewish theology ends as a transcendental and spiritual humanism."
Since Judaism has no creed other than the Scriptures and since
orthodox Judaism of Europe was content to repeat the Scripture with the
rabbinic interpretations, there was no need for a systematic theology. But
Kohler and other Uberal rabbis felt the need of determining on what basis
Judaism could adapt itself to the twentieth century as a viable faith. So
his theology was designed to serve two purposes: to systematize the
teaching of the Bible much as Christian theologians had done and second,
to enable modern Jews to rationaUy reconcile their Jewish faith with the
negative results of a scientific criticism of the Scriptures. The reformed
by

the

Christian social

Judaism which resulted and of which he became

a

chief exponent,

was

only doing for
regarded by
apostasy.
Jewish theologians what was being done in Christianity by scholars and
clergymen such as Wellhausen, Driver, EnsUn, Auer, and Fosdick.
Kohler's presentation of the idea of God in Judaism, the idea of man
and the place of Israel in the kingdom of God is so weU written and so
carefuUy documented that its reappearance is to be heartily welcomed
not only by those interested in Judaism but also by students of the Old
Testament. It is an interesting and important paraUel to Christian UberaUsm
orthodox Judaism

in its

attempt

But Kohler

as

was

to reconcile science and faith.

George AUen

Turner

Great Men and Movements in Israel, by Rudolf Kittel; Translated
by
Charlotte A. Knoch and C. D. Wright;
Prolegomenon by Theodore H.
Gaster. (Library of Biblical Studies, ed. by
M.
New York:

Harry

Orlinsky.)

Ktav Publishing House, 1968. liu, 465 pages.
For

grateful

some

time

now

to Ktav for the

scholars and students have had

repubUcation

of many works

reason

to be

produced by

the

preceding generation
this book is

a

and
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since out of

print. But the reprinting of

long

story in itself.

That Kittel identified himself along with
Carlyle in espousing the
"Great Men" theory of history is well known. In his
preface to this volume
Kittel speaks in no uncertain terms: "A central idea is
followed,

namely,
idea, history must be under
(p. vii, itahcs mine). Written

that with all due deference to the democratic
stood as a purely aristocratic phenomenon''

during

the

early 1920's, the book undoubtedly reflects the frustration of
the German people: the Epilogue which closes the book is
open and frank
at that point. That the book and the author contributed to the climate that
brought Hitler to power is probably true, but on the other hand the work
does not justify the "tract for the times" label
given it by Gaster. And
whether it deserves to be described as "starkly propagandistic" will
prob
be
left
to
each
reader
to
but
it
well
of the objectivity
ably
decide,
speaks
of Ktav and the editorial committee that it should choose to make available
again a volume which fed the milieu which produced Hitler.
The author is best known for his admirable Biblica Hebraica. His
magnum opus
went

through

was

The

History of

the

Hebrews, in

several editions in both German and

two

volumes, which

EngUsh

between 1882

and 1925. The present volume has arisen out of the labors put into his
History and is a less technical and popular exposition for the general
reader of the author's conviction that the great

produced

its

personalities

of Israel

history.

The author put himself over against the Wellhausen school which
completely dominated German scholarship in the latter part of the nine
teenth century and which thus
mediating criticism followed by

tribution

lay

in the fact that he

began
men

a

return to a more moderate and

such

as

Albright.

Kittel's basic

con

that the Old Testament needed to

argued
larger historical

context of the Near East as
interpreted
opposed to the school identified with Wellhausen, whose reconstruction of
the history and religion of Israel was based entirely on a criticism of the

in terms of the

be

biblical texts. In this respect the contribution has been permanent and
seminal.

comprised of a series of chapters on the great person
alities. Though balance is generally exhibited, it might be noted that 25
pages are given to Moses while 26 pages are given to Jerubbaal-Gideon.
On the other hand, the book is characterized by an even treatment with
no single period neglected in favor of another. The exposition demonstrates
a commitment to the text that has not always been seen in German
The book is

critical work.

Fortunately the new edition has included a rather extended list of
corrections of misspellings� some of which border on the hilarious (e.g..
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Gerimn Kesselwagon, instead of

"throne-chariot").

Much has been achieved in Old Testament research since the book
first published in 1929. Gaster has given twelve pages of constricted

truly dated. Yet for power of
exposition and insight the volume is still capable of making a clear con
tribution. Its republication, even so, may not be applauded so universally
as that of Swete's Introduction to the Septuagint (which has not yet been
superseded).
comments to show how much the book is

Robert W.

Archaeology and the Ancient Testament, by
Rapids: Zondervan, 1968. 208 pages. $4.95.

Lyon

James L. Kelso. Grand

relationship with
Pittsburgh-Xenia Theological Seminary, where he taught many years, he
has authored a number of books. His most recent publication is for lay
men, and he hopes to lead them to see the highest truths of Scripture as
given in the Old Testament. Briefly, at the end, he endeavors to correlate
these truths with New Testament teachings.
Since

Professor

Kelso

has

taken

an

emeritus

Dr. Kelso's method is to present Old Testament material: stories,

laws, worship practices, songs, proverbs, prophetic sermons� and contrast
them, item by item, with Canaanite counterparts. He compares the Old
Testament material with

present-day

conditions and

theology, seeking

to

exalt the God of the Bible at all times. The author stresses the Christian

interpretation and takes a clear-cut stand on the side of revelational truth
as over against a rationalistic view. He feels that bibhcal
scholarship which
is grounded in an archaeological understanding is the best, for it "studies
the Bible in its setting."
Dr. Kelso is no stranger to archaeology. During the 1920's he par
ticipated in several "digs" and exploratory trips with W. F. Albright; he
has been in charge of several excavations, notably Bethel.
The format of the book follows the sequence of material found in
T., starting with the creation and the fall. Either events, persons or
worship practices serve as points of emphasis in each chapter.
the O.

At

no

time is the well-written content dull

or

pedantic.

From the

might expect that each page would be filled with technical notes
on artifacts and scripts, but such is not the case. The generalized contri
butions of archaeology, especially in the area of comparative religion, are
title

one
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of most interest to the author. There is
very httle of historical detail and
almost no linguistic discussion. Bibhcal
theology serves as the main frame
work of the book. For spice, the author
scene
applies to the

contemporary

insights drawn from the study. The skillful combination of these ingredients
makes for good reading by laymen, church school
teachers, youth leaders,
and pastors. A scholar will want much more than the fare which Dr. Kelso
has given, but the book was not written for him. The author has
correctly
gauged his audience and has presented his thoughts on an understandable

level. The book is

soUdly

Earthly Things, by
pages.

conservative and well rooted in the

Olov Hartman. Grand

Scripture.

G. H.

Livingston

Rapids: Eerdmans,

1968. 235

$5.95.

This collection of essays is by a pastor of the national church in
Sweden, who is also a professor at Upsala University. Earthly Things is
concerned with

the Christian message in relation to the needs of
these needs are reflected in contemporary Western culture.

stating

modern man, as
Part I, "Church and

Gospel," deals with questions of faith and doubt, hfe
and death, love and forgiveness� all in the context of the Church and the
Sacraments. Part II, "The Heahng Team," discusses the function of the
Church and its ministry as mediator of the forgiving love of God. These
essays are in the area of pastoral psychology. Part III, "Church and Culture,"
explores art and literature, with particular concern for ways in which they
may serve the Gospel. By relating evangeUcal theology with cultural and
psychological awareness, the author makes a significant contribution to a
more meaningful Christianity.
James D. Robertson

BOOK BRIEFS

The

Spirit of Christ, by James R. Bishop. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1968.
954 (paperback).

64 pages.

Bishop, founder of the South India Bible Institute in
India, gives a series of expositions on the ninefold fruits of the Spirit
with the intent of making Christ relevant in today's world. This is a
seasoned and successful missionary's presentation of the personal, practical
holiness which characterizes a life indwelt by the spirit of Christ.
Dr. James R.

God

Up There, by David Cairns. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1967.

Ill pages.

$2.95.

This Uttle

book, by the professor of theology

Aberdeen, re-examines in

a

popularly-written

at the

University

of

discussion format the central

doctrine of the Divine Transcendence. The author urges that the trans
cendent God must be regarded as the supreme reaUty, and that this

continuing engagement and encounter with other thinkers. In
this connection he discusses Emil Brunner, Paul TilUch, Werner Pelz,
John Robinson, and the concept of "this-worldly transcendence."
demands

a

By Oath Consigned, by Meredith G. Kline. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968.
110 pages. $3.75.
In

noting the close relationships between biblical and other ancient
Near Eastern covenants, and in considering the continuity between the
Old Testament and the New Testament, the author provides a more
authentic identification of the covenant signs of circumcision and baptism.

Book
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Inside Jerusalem, by Arnold Olson. Glendale, California: G. L.
Publications,
1968. 241 pages. 95^.
This small paper bound book is written by a Protestant
clergyman, a
with
Israel
and
a behever in a hteral fulfillment of
sympathizer
prophecy.
He describes the tensions that mounted in Jerusalem while he was
there

visiting

a

few

After the

days prior

war

entered with

to the

outbreak of the

he returned to

six-day

met with

in June of 1967.

representative leaders and

into the life and

depth

some

Israel,

war

thought of the young nation.
description of the rise, growth and
Israel, seen through the eyes of an evan

The chief value of the book is the

present condition of the

state of

geUcal Christian.
The author

regards

the events in the

Holy

Land

as a

fulfillment of

prophecy nothing short of miraculous. He expects the Temple to be
rebuilt eventuaUy even at the cost of desecrating Moslem holy places and
buildings. The book ends on a note of faith and hope which is perhaps the
best that

can

be said under the circumstances.

Israeli-Arab

Conflict and the Bible, by Wilbur M. Smith. Glendale,
CaUfornia: G. L. PubUcations, 1967 and 68. 162 pages. 9Si
.

The author has spent many years studying the Bible, and bibUcal
prophecy has been one of his keen interests. His purpose in this small

volume is to

bring

this

background

to bear

on

current events in the

Holy

Land. Much of the book consists of quotations from the Bible, with
numerous Scripture references. Many of the passages quoted, which have to
do with the return of the

Jews,

are

regarded by

references to the restoration after the Exile in

most Bible scholars

Mesopotamia.

as

It wiU

many readers as somewhat arbitrary, to say the least, to assign
ancient prophecies to the modern return of the Jews to their

impress
these

homeland.
Dr. Smith

gives three

reasons

for

beUeving

that these

prophecies

refer to modern time rather than to the sixth century B. C. These
reasons are first, that the return under Ezra and others was from Meso

potamia rather than from the whole earth. This argument has some plausibiUty, but when one considers the characteristics of Hebrew prophecy
and poetry, it fails to be convincing. The second reason is found in Isaiah,
chapter 1 1 verse 1 1 in which the return is caUed the second. If one puts
,

,

eighth century B. C. he would likely regard the first
return as from Egypt, under Moses, and the second from a wider distribu
tion foUowing the Babylonian exile. The third point is somewhat more
convincing, namely that these prophecies of the return imply that Israel
himself back in the

The
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land, which she did

not do

following the return author
ized by Cyrus. Dr. Smith rightly criticizes those who allegorize or spiritual
ize these prophecies. He himself tends to prefer a hteral interpretation.
Yet, too often, in the judgment of this reviewer, the author's judgment is
affected by his desire to see a literal fulfillment of prophecy in recent
events in the Holy Land. There seems to be a tendency to apply prophecies
will remain in the

of the future to situations of debatable relevance.

TJie

Hungering Dark, by Frederick
Press, 1969. 125 pages. $3.95.

Buechner. New York: The

A book of meditations remarkable not

predicament
even

more

of modern

The

in his

dispirited

for the biblical

darkness." The author's

Scripture

man

only

are

for its

Seabury

insights

into the

alienation from God, but
this drama of "hungering

light it sheds on
unforgettable imagery

and his

moving

use

of

reminiscent of the late C. S. Lewis.

Journey

That Men Make,

by

James

Armstrong.

Nashville:

Abingdon,

1969. 159 pages. $3.50.

"Nothing in creation is fixed. Life is ever changing. So too with
human personahty. You are always in the process of becoming what one
day you will be." From this premise, Bishop Armstrong guides us toward
self-evaluation by exploring the "where to" and the "what for" of life. In
raising crucial questions such as these, he helps us shape worthy goals and
develop Christian character.

The Foundations

of Jewish Ethics:

Volume I of the

Teachings of Judaism,
translated by A. H. Koller. New

compiled by Dr. Simon Bernfeld and
York: Ktav PubHshing House, 1929, 1968.
This is another of the
of

265 pages. $6.95.

reprints being

offered to the

Jewish works that have been out of

pubUc by

Ktav

print for some time.
This volume includes essays by Leo Baeck, I. Elbogen, A. Loewenthal,
S. Bernfeld, and S. Hochfeld. The subjects treated include morahty, free
dom of the wiU, purity of soul and equity. An introduction to the volume
is provided by Samuel Karff. This volume was assembled for pubUcation
first in 1922. The fact that it had its origin in Europe before the rise of

important

Book

Hitler gives it

an

Briefs
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increased interest and

significance to the reader of today.
primarily with morality and ethics. The essays
man's will and hence his responsibility for moral be
tendency in the book to be optimistic about human

The volume is concerned
stress freedom of

havior. There is

a

nature. Had it been written after the Second World War with its

it doubtless would have had

atrocities,
deals

with

pessimistic

a more

of Jewish

enormous

tone. Because it

a valuable source
ethics,
primarily
book for the insights of Jewish leaders of the Middle Ages and the modern
period which still have a striking relevance to existence today.

sources

it remains

Speech Betrays Us, by Wendell Wellman.

Our

Kansas

City:

Beacon Hill

Press, 1968. 23 pages.
Mr. Wellman has

provided

a

brief and

simple

introduction to

an

the
important as any in our day or any day, namely,
the
use of the tongue. He gets at his subject by treating, step by step,
of God in vain,
statement in the Nazarene Manual: "Taking the name
surmises
quarreUng, returning evil for evil, gossiping, slandering, spreading

issue

about

just

as

in
good name of others." He is especially communicative
both scrip
his section on gossiping. Throughout, the use of quotations,
the
of
pamphlet.
tural and extra-scriptural, add materiaUy to the usefulness
this
subject is
It is to be hoped that a full-scale volume on

injurious

to the

forthcoming.

Life

Is Tremendous,

by Charles

E. Jones. Wheaton:

Charles "Tremendous" Jones is

living.

its heart is

an

This book is the

unquaUfied

simple

a man

overflowing with

outline of his

practical guidelines

experience.

the excite

philosophy

of Ufe. At

commitment to the Lord Jesus Christ.

leadership come forth
simple messages offer
Reading them is an exhilarating

The burden of the author is to see learning
life. His
which will motivate others to the higher
many

1968.

9Si (paperback).

96 pages.

ment of

Tyndale House,

for action.
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The

Life

in One's
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Stride, by Kenneth Hamilton. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,

1968. 91 pages. $1.65

(paperback).

A brief introduction to the life and

thought

of Dietrich

Bonhoeffer,

whose influence has grown steadily since his death at the hands of the
Nazis near the close of World War II.

The Lenten

Sourcebook, by Herbert Lockyer. Grand Rapids: Zondervan,

1968. 192 pages. $4.95.
A volume rich in materials for Lenten programs and Lenten preaching
and prayers. The author presents a "balanced" view of this season in the

church year; Lent has its tender as well as its stern aspect, its song as well
as its sorrow. This book should inspire a high quality of Lenten preaching
as

well

as a

diversity

The Word Comes
1969.

112 pages.

of

approach.

Alive, by Wayne E. Ward. Nashville: Broadman Press,
$2.95.

A little book with content that

justifies

its title. A

professor of
otherwise dry bibhcal

theology at Southern Baptist Seminary shows how
preaching can be set forth as God's hving Word. For purposes of biblical
interpretation he discovers for us five basic literary units or patterns in the
Bible, and for each he presents a vivid example in point.
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